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effects on wild-type, multidrug resistant, and adriamycin-resistant cells. Wild-type (WT)
human fibroblasts and cell lines resistant to Adriamycin (Ad-R), vincristine (Vinc-R), and

daunomycin (Daun-R) have been treated with various concentrations of the lignan
nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA) for periods of 24 and 48 h. Drug content was measured
in treated cells by fluorometry, and cytotoxic effects were assessed by colony formation

experiments. At 24-h treatment with 10 microM NDGA, Ad-R cells were found to
accumulate three times more drug than Vinc-R and three to five times more drug than WT
cells. However, a significant accumulation of drug was only observed in Ad-R cells treated
with 10 microM NDGA for 48 h. Induction of Ad-R cells resulted in a significant decrease in
drug accumulation relative to WT cells. At 24-h treatment, NDGA reduced the number of
Ad-R colonies by 85%, a decrease which was due entirely to competition between NDGA
and Adriamycin. By contrast, at 48-h treatment, NDGA was less cytotoxic to Vinc-R and

Daun-R cells. NDGA was also tested at 10 microM in vitro in combination with 10 microM
Adriamycin (AD
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declaration of their “indivisible”
nation is not a declaration of war.
But it sure sounds like it. What do

you mean “indivisible”? They
have re-branded the nation as
one indivisible nation, too. How

will “indivisible” differ from
“unite, recover, and forward”?

How long will we have to wait to
find out? On April 7, China

conducted its People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) Navy’s first military
exercise with a foreign navy, in

the South China Sea. That
exercise took place off China’s

coast and was openly said to be
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to “practice” their “indivisible”
nation. It might seem innocuous

but this is a potential leap in
China’s military strategy. The
Pearl, which is a commercial

vessel, had its engines disabled
by the Chinese Navy forcing it to
drift in China’s territorial waters,
and escaped when Chinese ships

commenced a close-in search.
This close-in search further
highlighted how China has

changed its tactics in the South
China Sea. Current Chinese

tactics are very different from
their past behavior. And it
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software.Pantone’s 2016 Color of the Year in
Green is one of the most recognizable colors

in the world. The acclaimed color, which spans
the spectrum from earth tones to crisp greens,
turns out to be humanity’s natural inheritance.

That’s the surprising conclusion of a new
study conducted by physicists and

psychologists at the University of California,
San Diego, and the Swiss Federal Institute of
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Technology. They found that the human eye is
designed by evolution to respond better to

green than to other colors. “A green
pigmentation pattern is the most striking

natural stimulus for humans,” the researchers
said in an issue of the journal Current Biology.

People of color are not immune, but our
natural response to this color is on average

four times greater than to other colors. But the
researchers say that green is not an accident.

Our eye is designed to make sure we have
access to life-sustaining food. Its primary role
in modern times is to help gather light, and

green is more efficient at that than any other
color.. In the mid-1940s, the Supreme Court of
the United States ruled that the administration

of the old drug laws had been dominated by
“economic considerations” and, by extension,
by racism, and that Congress, on this point,

had no business telling citizens what
medicines to buy, what to eat, or even how to

behave. In 1971, Congress passed the
Controlled Substances Act, an attempt to
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return the nation to its predigital age—to treat
drugs strictly as medical, not criminal,

problems. This included, explicitly, the return
of medical freedom to doctors, who were no
longer required to turn in patients who used

medical marijuana. The law also made it illegal
to distribute marijuana to patients; those who
did were liable for imprisonment. Meanwhile,

medical ethics began to change too.
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